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Micro Invent CORAL Tx

Miniature GFSK transmitter module

Small dimensions

low weight

Integrated antenna

Data

Input                                           4 to12 channels (PPM coding)

Frequency band                         2.4 GHz

Modulation                                 GFSK

Compatibility                              CORAL receivers

Dimensions                                15 x 10 x 2.5 mm

Weight                                        0.40 g

Power supply voltage                 3.5 to 13.5 V

Current consumption                  7 mA

Output power                              max. 20 mW

Operation temperature range     0 to +40 C°
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CORAL-Tx

Dear modellers, you have received the subminiature twelve channel

transmitter CORAL-Tx module.Transmitter modules CORAL Tx (together with

CORAL receivers) are the basis of the system for remote control of models

within the 2,4 GHz band. These modules can be installed into any transmitter

generating information on the condition of control elements in PPM format.

For transfer of necessary data to the receiver we used a new "spread

spectrum" technology with digital transfer of data in a free 2,4 GHz band.

Every receiver is "coupled" with used transmitter for the correct function of

data transfer.

Since transmitter modules CORAL Tx have transmission aerial built in

directly in the module, it is necessary to place this module onto the transmitter

body in such a way it would not be covered with anything.

Search for the connection of teacher / student connector in documentation

for the transmitter. It is necessary to correctly interconnect GND, +Ubat, PPM

pins of this connector  with the corresponding pins of Tx module connector.

Mechanically connect Tx module to the body of the transmitter of a panel.

Wrong polarity of battery is likely to damage the transmitter module.

Keep the antenna away from the metal parts of transmitter case.

Installation using teacher/student connector.

Internal installation.

Warnings:

Such installation is demanding on a certain level of experience with work

with electronic devices and we recommend it mainly for transmitters not having

teacher/student connector. After opening the housing of the transmitter, you

must find GND, +Ubat, PPM signals and to lead them out using a suitable cable

to a place of installation of Tx module. We recommend fixing of Tx module to

the body of the transmitter from external side.

Connecting the inputs
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+Ubat (red)PPM (white)

GND (black)

GND  +Ubat  PPM


